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A whAle 
of A find

Circular shape:
Actual size of a 
sperm whale’s 
eyeball

This organ contains a waxy liquid 
called spermaceti. Scientists 
believe that it is involved in the 
generation of sounds and aids in 
controlling the buoyancy of the 
whale. Historically, the liquid 
from this organ was used to 
produce sperm oil 

Hunting and fights with giant 
squid leave numerous scars 
around the mouth

These whales eat 
hundreds of fish 
and squid (about 
900kg per day)
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This organ contains fatty 
tissue and collagenous 
portions that help the whale 
to transmit sounds that 
produce echoes; the whale 
then interprets these to 
find food 
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Anatomy of a giant
A dead sperm whale washed up near Jurong Island last Friday. 
It was Singapore’s first sperm whale sighting and the third 
recorded in South-east Asia. Staff from the Lee Kong Chian 
Natural History Museum have been taking samples and 
removing the carcass’ flesh and organs this week. 
TODAY takes a closer look at this amazing species.

Sources: Lee Kong Chian Natural History Museum, American Museum of Natural History, National Geographic Adolfo Arranz / TODAY

How to preserve a whale

Sperm whale

A whale spends 10-11 
minutes on the surface 
taking 60-70 breaths 
during that time
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Sperm whales can 
stay submerged for 
up to 90 minutes
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They search for squid 
and fish that are in 
the deep sea
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Vertical dive

Head is one third the 
size of the body

Male
35-45 tonnes

Female
14-16 tonnes

018m

The skeleton will be on display at the 
Lee Kong Chian Natural History 
Museum after it has been processed

They probably use the shallow waters of the Sunda Shelf to 
transit between the South China Sea, and the Pacific and Indian 
oceans. Stranded sperm whales appear to be rare in this area, 
although there are reports of them moving along the Straits 
of Malacca and the South China Sea

Worldwide, the sperm 
whale population takes 
as much food out of 
the ocean each year 
as all fisheries do

The specimen found was a 
10.6m-long adult female, 
and is estimated to weigh 
eight to 10 tonnes

37kmh
average speed
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Unlike fish, which swim by 
moving their tails side to side, 
whales and dolphins move their 
tails up and down

Bone structure of 
the flipper is similar 
to that of the human 
arm and handEcholocation

Receiver in lower jaw

Distribution area

Numbering
The bones are 
numbered so they 
do not get mixed up

Boiling
The bones need 
to be boiled for 
soft tissue and oil 
to be removed

Degreasing
The oil also needs to 
be removed using a 
degreaser

Preservation
The bones are likely 
to be soaked in a 
solution of borax, 
which is commonly 
used in taxidermy

Bleaching
The bones are 
bleached by 
the sun

The entire process could take months, said Mr Marcus 
Chua, curator of mammals and birds at the museum

The team cut off the 
blubber, which was more 
than four inches thick in 
some areas, in strips

They took samples 
of the whale’s skin, 
gut lining and gut 
for DNA testing

Equator:
Breeding area
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feeding area
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Despite push 
for public 
transport,  
a love for  
cars endures 
JoY faNg
joyfangz@mediacorp.com.sg 
 

SINGAPORE — Marketing consultant 
Walter Lim, 44, scrapped his Nissan 
Sunny less than three weeks ago. For 
the first time in about 16 years, he is 
without his own set of wheels, and he 
now takes public transport with his 
wife and 11-year-old son. 

His reason for the change in life-
style? The marginal utility derived 
from owning a car no longer matched 
the price he was paying, said Mr Lim 
matter-of-factly. He was forking out 
S$4,700 a year as his car neared the 
end of its 10-year Certificate of Enti-
tlement (COE) cycle. 

While he relishes the health ben-
ef its  — apa r t 
from leading a 
less sedentary 
lifestyle, it also 
means no more 
s t r e s s  on  t he 
roads, he said — 
he concedes that 
he and his family 

have had to make adjustments. Des-
tinations for weekend family outings 
have to be thought through carefully 
“to ensure that the time getting there 
is worth it”, he said. Spur-of-the-mo-
ment jaunts to far-flung corners of the 
island for supper are also becoming a 
thing of the past. 

As a result, the family now typical-
ly spends time together at places near 
their home, such as Labrador Park 
and VivoCity. “It’s a trade-off,” he said.

Like Mr Lim, more people here 
have been giving up their cars in re-
cent years. Based on the latest statis-
tics from the Land Transport Authori-
ty, the number of cars on the road as of 
last month was 589,615 — down from 
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Family members and friends of those who died on Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 in front of a ‘hedge of 
compassion’, made of thousands of soft toys, at a ceremony in Nieuwegein, the Netherlands, yesterday.

China warns Japan again  
over shift in defence policy 
BEIJING — A day after issuing a stern 
rebuke to Tokyo over security Bills 
that could see Japanese troops sent 
to fight abroad for the first time since 
World War II, Chinese leaders yester-
day told the head of Japan’s National 
Security Council that the change in 
Japanese defence policy would com-
plicate regional security, and that bi-
lateral ties remained sensitive.

The legislation, pushed through 
Japan’s Lower House of Parliament 
on Thursday, would drop a ban on 
collective self-defence or fighting to 
defend an ally such as the United 
States. Chinese Defence Chief Chang 
Wanquan yesterday told Mr Shotaro 
Yachi, a close aide of Japanese Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe, that the pass-
ing of the Bill was an “unprecedent-

Chinese Defence Chief warns Japan to learn from history, respect neighbours’ major security concerns

both countries hAVe to mAnAge differences, sAys Premier li in meeting with Abe Aide

MH17 victims 
remembered as 
calls to charge 
culprits grow
HRABOVE (UKRAINE) — Grief-stricken 
families gathered in different parts 
of the world yesterday to honour and 
remember the 298 people aboard 
Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 that 
was shot down in rebel-held eastern 
Ukraine exactly a year ago, as calls 
grew for an international tribunal 
to prosecute those who brought the  
plane down.

Flags flew at half mast in the Neth-
erlands, which lost 196 citizens in the 
incident, while memorial services 
were held in Ukraine and Australia, 
where 38 victims were from. 

Forty-three passengers and all 15 
crew were from Malaysia, which held 
its ceremony last week.

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib 
Razak yesterday said the downing 
of MH17 brings on sad memories, but 
can also serve as a positive lesson on 
unity for his country.

“MH17 is an incident that we cannot  
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ed move”, state news agency Xinhua 
said, when the pair met in Beijing.

“This move will have a complicat-
ed influence on regional security and 
strategic stability,” the news agency 
said, paraphrasing Mr Chang.

He “urged the Japanese to learn 
from history, respect major security 
concerns of its neighbours, and not to 
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TODAY takes 
a closer look 
at the sperm 

whale, after  
one washed  
up on shore  

last Friday
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